
Hanover Hockey Association Board Meeting |MINUTES 

Meeting date | time | Meeting location   

Tuesday February13, 2018| 6:30p |  Howe Library 

 

Meeting called by Adrienne 

Type of meeting Monthly Board Meeting 

President Adrienne Peraza 

Minutes by Secretary Margot Gueldenzoph 

  
 

Present:  

Adrienne Peraza, Margot Gueldenzoph, Rob Seelig, 

Clayton Simmers, Judy Oberting, Kristin LeRoy, 

Eric Eisendrath, Elizabeth Dann, Dwight Sperry, 

Alix Ashare, Melissa Underhill, Pat Fox, Geoff 

Colla, Chris Warrington, Melissa Clary 

AGENDA TOPICS 

Agenda topic Approval of Minutes | 

 Approval of January minutes. 

Agenda topic SurveyResults/PreSeason Skates| 

 Approx 104 responses with split 50/50 opinions regarding starting the U14 season earlier for 2018.   

 Review of responses:  

o showed that families of younger players tended to have more interest in an earlier start 

compared to families with older players 

o concern was raised regarding the conflicting nature of this earlier start with both fall sports 

and transition time to  the new school year 

 An email to the Association will go out that shares this information and decision.  

 

 Due to this feedback the Board decided to run preseason 2018 similar to 2017 with optional Pre-

Season skating and skills sessions in September leading into our season start date of Oct. 1  

 Additionally, there were notable responses that shared other opinions, issues, concerns regarding 

HHA.  There is a belief that the HHA Board may not have a reasonable understanding of what the 

‘pulse’ and needs currently are of the HHA families. 

 Results were discussed and it was agreed that the Board would continue to flesh out the issues 

that have been raised from this initial feedback from HHA families.  Utilizing another anonymous 

survey to define and frame those issues that need immediate attention is a possibility, thus helping 

the Board to better utilize this information moving forward. 

Agenda topic Coaching Survey| 

 Consideration of initiating the coaching survey a bit earlier, January, next season so that Coaching 

Coordinator can use feedback in more constructive way within the season 

 Spoke specifically about ensuring questions are phrased so that all parents (those savy and 

experience with hockey and those not) can have valuable feedback to utilize 

 This season survey will likely go out end of Feb and stay open until April 
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Agenda topic Registration 18-19 and Tryout Update| 

 Registration for 18-19 will likely open February 25, immediately following winter break 

 Waiver of Liability, Player Code of Conduct, and newly created Parent Code of Conduct will all be 

check boxes in electronic registration for 18-19 

 Pee Wee Elite tryout fee will be applied toward HHA 18-19 hockey fees no matter what team the 

player is on for the 18-19 season  

 Discussion of timing of tryouts.  Likely to begin the week of March 19 th.  Order of groups is not 

definitive yet.  Ice availability is an issue of concern that is being addresses 

 Additionally the issue of USA Hockey policy of the earliest date U14 Bantam level tryouts can be 

run was discussed- it ties to the National Tournament weekend dates.  NH has petitioned for this 

date to be waived due to ice availability- Adrienne will be attending a state meeting that will 

likely shed more light on this issue and petition 

Agenda topic Conflict of Interest| 

 As a non-profit organization we must have a Conflict of Interest Policy in place that is actively 

reviewed each year. 

 Draft copies were disbursed to the Board.  Additionally the Board was informed that once 

finalized we will need to complete yearly statements that disclose potential conflicts of interest 

with HHA. 

 Any conflicts of interest that would potentially involve more than $5000 will require a Board vote, 

publication in appropriate/required newspaper, and disclosure to the Charitable Trusts Unit  

Agenda topic Ice Haus| 

 Rob Hawthorne, co-owner of Ice Haus, came to share information about his facility.  Ice Haus 

offers both synthetic ice workouts and dryland/strength workouts. 

 He shared that he is currently working with some HHA families individually or in small team 

related groups.  He is interested in discussing ways to coordinate with HHA’s efforts to provide 

well-rounded development of athletes.  Potentially providing dryland and synthetic ice workouts 

as a supplement to what HHA does currently. 

 Board was receptive to the idea of brainstorming if HHA could utilize this type of program.  

Further discussions are needed and it was identified that this would likely need to be a 

coach/team by coach/team decision.  More discussion to come. 

 Board will likely add this to the next survey to better understand interest across HHA families  


